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ON THE SOURCES AND MEANING OF THE 
RENAISSANCE PORTRAIT BUST 

By IRVING LAVIN 

I NDEPENDENT portrait sculpture was revived around the middle of the 
fifteenth century in three main forms-the equestrian monument, the bust, 
and the medal. Equestrian monuments are over life-size, they were made 

by public decree, and were displayed in public places. Sculptured busts are 
life-size, were privately commissioned, and were displayed on private proper
ty. Medals are small in scale, they might be commissioned officially or private
ly, and they were intended for a selected audience that did not include the 
public at large but extended beyond the sitter's personal domain. 1 

None of these classes of portraiture had actually disappeared during the 
middle ages, but when they occurred they were included within some physical 
and conceptual context, such as church and tomb decoration, or ordinary 
coinage. 2 The Renaissance portrait categories cannot be regarded only as 
revivals, however, for, not to mention questions of style and form, their 
meaning was profoundly different from what it had been in classical tin1es. 
With equestrian monuments and medals, the difference is illustrated readily. In 
antiquity the former were the exclusive prerogative first of the nobility, then 
of the emperor himself;J medallions were restricted to the imperial family.• 
In the Renaissance anyone might be honored by an equestrian monument if 
he deserved it, and anyone might commission a medal if he could afford it. 
The change in both cases can be explained partly, but only partly, by what 
became of equestrian and numismatic portraiture in the middle ages. 

This paper is concerned with the characteristic Renaissance bust type. s 

The purpose is to analyze its relation to its predecessors, ancient as well as 
medieval, and to define the significance of its particular form and content. It 
will appear that the early Renaissance type was more or less equally indebted 
to classical and medieval traditions, and that in certain fundamental respects it 
was a new creation. 

We begin by comparing as to form and function two representative busts 
from antiquity and the Renaissance. The classical bust (Fig. I) is rounded at 
the bottom, hollowed out at the back, and set up on a base. It has an inscrip-
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tion on the front saying it was dedicated to the deified spirits of the dead by 
the parents of the girl named Aurelia Monnina, who died at age eighteen.' It 
probably formed part of her tomb or stood in a niche in her family's house 
along with other portraits of her ancestors. The Renaissance bust (Fig. 2) is 
cut straight through j ust above the elbow, it is carved fully in the round, and 
and it has no base. It has an inscription on the underside saying that it repre
sents Piero de' Medici at the age of thirty-seven and was made by the sculptor 
Mino da Fiesole; thus it was carved in 1453, sixteen years before the sitter 
died, and is, incidentally, the first dated portrait bust of the Renaissance. This 
bust and others of Picro' s wife and brother, also by Mino, stood in semi
circular pediments above doorways in the Palazzo Medici in Florence.1 

Before exploring the comparison it must be emphasized that the difference 
in the treatment of the backs is related to the special and perhaps unexpected 
way in which the Ren:iissance bust manifested its independence. Neither of 
these sculptures w;1~ meant to be seen from all sides. In antiquity and in the 
early Renaissance, hu,c:. (as distinguished from herrns) were normally set in 
recesses or on COlN'b projecting from an architectural member. The idea of 
the bust as a "frec-,t.mJing" monument with a columnar pedestal reaching to 
the ground W:l!\ :i Lal· development in both periods, Early Christian in the 
former, sixtccmh-ccmury in the latter.• The Renaissance bust, however, as 
is indicated by f\\' l' companion paintings attributed to Jacopo del Sellaio 
(Figs. 3, 4, abo,·c tl1l· doorways), might be displayed in profile as well as 
head-on;• and dm l·quivalencc of front and side views made the quattrocento 
bust independent in effect, although it was not so in fact. 

Visually the classical work is a self-contained, abstract form, conceived only 
from the front and set apart by a base from its support. The Renaissance work 
is an arbitrarily cut-off, incomplete form, conceived in three dimensions and 
not isolated from the support. It could be deduced from their forms alone 
that both objects were created by rational beings, but whereas it might be 
concluded that the classical work is purely an artifact, it would be evident 
that the Renaissance work represents part of a whole. The classical bust is an 
ideal form, the Renaissance bust is a deliberate fragment. The locations of the 
inscriptions are also significant: the dedicatory formula on the classical 
portrait, D(iis) M(anibus), is in this case cue into the torso itself, emphasizing 
that the bust is an object; cne inscription on the bottom of the Renaissance 
portrait serves purely as documentation, since it is ordinarily invisible, and it 
does not interfere with the suggestion that the bust is part of a human being. ' 0 
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From each artist's point of view the other's creation is grotesque, in the one 
case because the bust appears like an amputated body, in the other because a 
human being is made into an inanimate thing. 

The visual contrast is paralleled on the fw1ctio11al level. Classical sculptured 
portraits may be grouped into two broad categories. One group consists of 
official, honorific portraits displayed publicly. They depict persons, living or 
dead, who by virtue of rank or achievement merited recognition. They were 
set up in open fora, in temples, libraries, and baths. The second group consists 
of private ancestral portraits. They represented deceased persons of no special 
distinction, and were displayed on the tomb or within the home as part 
of the family cult. 11 There is no literary or epigraphical evidence that 
portraits of living friends or members of the family were displayed pri
vately. 12 The classical bust, therefore, was never just a record of an individual. 
In all its uses it was basically an idol, a cult image- for ruler or hero worship 
in the case of public portraits, for ancestor worship in the case of private 
portraits. I l 

Most Renaissance busts, by contrast, are neither honorific nor are they 
family ghosts. 1 

• Moreover, they were not only displayed on tombs or inside 
the house, but on the facade of the dwelling as well; they were private, but 
might be seen by one and all. 15 And they had no role in religious cults, whether 
of the hero, though the sitters might be alive, or of ancestors, though they 
might represent members of the family. 

THE SOURCES OF THE RENAISSANCE BUST 

Antiquity: 
The classical portrait bust, in all its forms, transforms the body into an ab
stract, ideal shape. The development of the "canonical" type of Roman bust 
may be defined as follows: starting from the head, the torso increased in 
width and length to include the shoulders and arms, while the back was 
hollowed out, the bottom rounded off, and the base introduced (Fig. s). 1 

• 

The horizontally cut bust, with or without base, does occur throughout the 
Roman period, in two contexts. 1 ' It occurs when the body is fully articulated 
but the whole bust is not included. This is the case with the herm, where the 
shoulders and arms are sliced off vertically, and with certain votive terra
cottas, where the shoulders are included but the trunk is severed at the breast-
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line or above (Fig. 6). 11 The horizontal cut also occurs in portraits where 
more of the bust is included but the body is not fully articulated. Such is the 
case with portraits in relief (Flg. 7), 1

' or with free-standing busts that are flat or 
merdy roughed out at the back (Fig. 8};10 busts of this kind were regularly 
framed by an acdicule or set in a base, so that the lower part of the figure did 
not appear to have been cut off but hidden.11 Such is the case also with various 
types of funerary terracottas and cinerary urns that have no frames or bases 
(Figs. 9, IO); here the arms are not articulated (that is, the bust is a simple 
rectangle, circle or oval in plan), the back is flat or unworked, openings are 
left in the sides or back.:: 

Thus, if the Renaissance bust was inspired by classical models, they were 
transformed both phy~ically and conceptually. Physically, by lengthening the 
abbreviated type, or by executing the partially articulated type fully in the 
round. Conccpru.11ly. the portrait was transformed from an idol or cult 
image into the rrprnt·11tJtion of a private living person. Antiquity did not 
create portraits ofinJ1nJtuls, pure and simple, and it did not create a complete 
bust form for the portr.m. that ic;, a human protome, including head, trunk 
of the body, shouldl·r, .mJ upper arms, and worked fully in the round. 

These formulation' h.n-t· linguistic counterparts. There is no equivalent in 
classical Latin for the w~,rJ individual used as a substantive noun in reference 
to a human being. Tht.· pJrcnc word individims occurs only as an adj ective, or 
as a neuter noun rcfrrring to inhuman entities (atoms).n Other terms, such 
as persona or homo or 1•ri 1•at11s, were applied to human beings, but these did 
not focus, as docs "indi\·idual", on the quality of uniqueness." Similarly, 
antiquity had no name for the bust in the sense of a complete human protome. 
Truncus meant, as do our words trunk and torso (from thyrsus, stalk), the 
main stem of the body, excluding head and arms. Herma or imago clipeata (that 
is, the shield portrait) might be used for abbreviated likenesses, but these 
terms do not refer to the protome as such. 1l Bustum (from urere, to bum) was 
used in the context off uneral rites to mean the place ofincineration, the ashes 
or bones left from the pyre, the tumulus of earth on the tomb; but it was never 
used for the human protome.u It has been suggested, on the basis of the 
anthropomorphic funerary urns just mentioned, that the later use of lmstum 
was a linguistic e>..-rension from the place where the body was burned to the 
urn in which the ashes were kept. n This hypothesis finds support in the fact 
that in late classical Latin bustmn was used to mean brazier. 21 Bustum was first 
used with the connotation of human protome by medieval writers, who also 
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applied it to containers for holy relics. u The ancient cinerary um was, after 
all, a sort of reliquary. 

The Middle Ages: 
In the middle ages the horizontal cur was the c,anonical form for the por

trait bust." It occurs both in relief and in the round. An example of the former 
is the portrait ofWenceslaus I (Fig. n) that forms part of a series of busts by 
Peter Parler and his workshop set in niches in the triforium of Prague Cathe
dral (around 1375);3

' an example of the latter is a thirteenth-century bust in 
the classicistic style of the period of Frederick II (Fig. 12) that crowned the 
tympanum of the cathedral of Acerenza, which is left unfinished at the back. H 

Such busts are generally seen without separate frames or bases, so there is no 
suggestion that the lower body is hidden, as was the case with their classical 
antecedents; rather there is implied an inner continuity between the torso and 
its archirectural matrix. 

The horizontal cut occurs in the late middle ages in one class of .independent 
monuments, namely, bust reliquaries (Fig. 13).J) These often include the 
whole bust, and they are worked fully in the round. This is a form we could 
not find in antiquity. The bust reliquaries differ from the Renaissance portrait 
in three respects: they arc normally isolated from the support, either by a base 
or necking or a lip around the lower edge; being portable, they are completely 
free of their cnvirowncnt; and they represent distinguished, dead people. 

The medieval reliquary was functionally rdatcd to the ancient cinerary 
urn, and th.is relationship seems to have become explicit in the genealogy of 
the term bustum. Both were cult images and served as containers for the 
remains of a venerated person. The difference is that in antiquity this honor 
might be accorded to any man: it was, so to speak, a "deathright"; in the 
middle ages the honor was accorded only to a sanctified few. In th.is respect 
the reliquary is comparable to the pagan idol. The difference here is that, as 
with the Byzantine icon, the worship was not accorded to the object itself, 
but to what it represented.,, The image was not the deity, it merely represented 
the deity. The icon and the reliquary allude, in a way the pagan idol does not, 
to a reality beyond that which is actually represented. 

If the Renaissance bust was mspircd by the medieval reliquary, the model 
was again transformed physically and conceptually; physically, by taking the 
bust off its base and connecting it to a setting; conceptually, by making it 
into a representation of a living, private individual. 
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THE TRANSITION TO THE RENAISSANCE BUST 

Two works seem consciously to mediate between the independent, bust-length 
portrait of antiquity and the medieval bust reliquary on the one hand, and 
the Renaissance portrait bust on the other. One of these is Donatello's reliquary 
of St. Rossore, of around 1424 (Fig. 14). Herc the realistic treatment is 
obviously intended to suggest an individual likeness, there is no horizontal 
band or lip, and there was evidently no base. 3' By a striking illusionistic 
device, however, Donatello made it clear that the St. Rossore is not really 
half a human being. The bottom edge of the drapery spills out onto the 
underlying surface, so that while the figure appears amputated, the bust 
appears as an object resting on its support. 

An analogous device is seen in the much-discussed bust of a youth in the 
Bargello, often attributed to Donatello, in which case it must date from 
around 1440 (Pig. 15). H In that it is worked in the round and is not a reliquary, 
it anticipates the portrait busts that appear a decade later. But in that it has a 
rim at the base, on which the drapery rests, it is again an object, not half a 
man. There is a specific reference to the reliquary tradition in the oval relief 
at the front: it has been observed by Wittkower that this recalls the jewels 
which often decorate the breasts of bust reliquaries; but it also recalls the 
openings in the breast that often provided a glimpse of the relic inside. The 
relief depicts Plato's image, described in the Phaedrus, of the human soul as a 
two-horsed chariot and driver-which appears here as if it were the relic. The 
interplay between medallion and view of the soul is a perfect visual counterpart 
of the Platonic relationship between visible form and the idea behind it. The 
bust thus represents Man, whether it portrays a particular man or not. 

Both the St. Rossore and the Bust of a Youth break radically with tradition: 
in the former a reliquary appears as if it were a portrait, in the latter what 
appears to be a portrait is given the character of a reliquary. Both involve an 
existential pun in which generic notions-Saint-Man-and concrete things
reliquary-portrait-are fused. 

CONCLUSION 

The ingredients from which the Renaissance bust was created had all existed 
in the classical and medieval past. The Renaissance bust itself, however, is 
something that had never existed before, conceptually and visually: an 
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independent portrait of a living, private individual, and a full human protome, 
horizontally cut, without a base. This unprecedented portrait form creates a 
three-dimensional illusion which the full-length figure, by its very nature, 
cannot achieve and which the shaped, hollowed bust inevitably contradicts. 
The arbitrary amputation specifically suggests that what is visible is part of a 
larger whole, that there is more than meets the eye. By focusing on the upper 
part of the body but deliberately emphasizing that it is only a fragment, the 
Renaissance bust evokes the complete individual-that sum total of physical 
and psychological characteristics which make up the "whole man."" 

"Tot11s homo," the whole man, was in a fact a Renaissance expression. 
Though used in various contexts, and never precisely defined, the concept of 
the tot11s homo occurs widely in the writings of Renaissance thinkers. It has 
been studied only in the case of Luther, but ic first appears, so far as I can dis
cover, in the famous treatise 011 the Dignity and Excellence of Mari written in 
1451-52 by Giannozzo Manetti, the Florentine statesman and historian.11 

Having considered the body and soul separately, Manetti devotes the third 
book to the whole man. His main theme here is the uniqueness of man's 
nature, the qualities of which are shared, he says, by no other of God's crea
tures, not even the angels. 

From Manctti it was but a short step to the view of man as a free and 
independent being midway between Heaven and Hell, a concept which is one 
of the principal glories of Florentine humanist thought in the second half of 
the fifteenth century. This forms the basis of the long poem on the significance 
of human life, the Citta di Vita, written in the 145o's and '6o's by the lifelong 
friend of Cosimo and Piero de' Medici, Matteo Palmieri, whose bust dated 
1468 by Antonio Rossellino, now in the Bargcllo, stood above the entrance 
co Palmieri's house in the Via de' Pianellai (Fig. 16). Jt Palmieri formulated the 
heretical theory that man was the descendant of those archangels who re
mained neutral at the time of the rebellion, when Michael sided with God and 
Lucifer fell; in man, according to Palmieri, the neutral archangels are given a 
second opportunity to choose their destiny. I will only mention the passionate 
hyllU1 to the uniquely indeterminate nature of humanness in Pico della 
Mirandola's Oratioti 011 the Dignity of Man of 1486.'' Neither Palmieri nor 
Pico use the term, but thereafter tot11s homo became intimately linked to the 
problem of the freedom of the will, and entered into the dispute on chis 
subject between Erasmus and Luther; its connotation here has been defined as 
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that of a "neutral" concept of human personality, a sheer self-awareness which 
participates in but is essentially independent of body and soul, good and evil, 
salvation and damnation. 4 1 

I do not pretend that the Renaissance idea of the whole man and the peculiar 
form of the Renaissance portrait bust were specifically related. But they were 
specifically correlated, historically in the sense that both emerged at the same 
time in the same close-knit ambience ofFlorentinehumanism, and ideologically 
in the sense that both embody a notion of man's nature as a totality which can 
be reached only by implication and allusion. 0 

They are also analogous in that they belong to the unarticulated premises 
rather than the explicit deductions of Renaissance culture. For just as none of 
the writers ever says what he means by totus homo, so one cannot cite external 
evidence for the significance of the bust fom1 as such. Fifteenth-century 
references to portrait busts are, in fact, exceedingly rare, and, except for a 
number of poems, limited to bare notations of their existence.•3 The poetical 
evocations are deeply revealing, however, because they create in words the 
same effect as do the portraics in marble. This is true of the earliest poem on a 
portrait bust I have fmmd so far:• which contains, incidentally, the word 
''bust" for the first time to my knowledge with its modem meaning. 45 It is 
one of a series of Latin epigrams by Alessandro Bracci, a member of Ficino's 
Platonic academy and friend of Poliziano and Lorenzo de' Medici, eulogizing 
Albiera degli Albi2zi, who died betrothed in 1472, at the age of 15." The 
epigram, which is on a lost or as yet unidentified portrait of Albicra,., reads in 
translation as follows: 

TO THE MARBLE BUST 

Albiera, whose noble form is to be admired, asks, o passerby, 
That you stop a little and consider 

Whether Polykleitos' or Praxiteles' deft hand 
Ever made such visages from Parian marble. 

But lest there be on earth any lovelier than the goddesses, 
Death, at the command of the deities, carried me off. 

Works of art that speak are, of course, commonplace in the classical literary 
tradition of ekphrasis and in medieval accoWltS of miraculous holy images; 
inscriptions on tombs and commemorative statues arc often couched in the 
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first person. But Bracci's epigram is remarkable in two respects. It is the 
earliest case of such docution I know that involves a portrait bust. The second 
point concerns the structure of the poem. The title cells us that we are con
fronted by a portrait. In the first four lines Albiera is represented as asking us 
to compare her noble form with faces by famous sculptors. Were it not for 
the title we would assume the living woman was asking to be compared to a 
work of an. In the lase two lines there is a crucial grammatical shift from 
indirect to direct discourse, and Albiera says she is dead. The difference be
tween life and death is therefore deliberately conjured up, and dismissed, for 
it is impossible to know in either case which is speaking, Albiera or her 
counterfeit. The verbal equivalent of the horizontal cut-off is the title: in an 
arbitrary way, since it is not part of the poem, it calls attention to the material 
and the incompleteness of the object. hi the text, however, the words "form" 
and "visage" are used, and these refer not to an object but to an image and a 
person. Thus, because the title addresses a marble bust and the text alludes to 
a human being, on reading the epigram we inevitably think of what can only 
be described as the whole individual. 

lNSTITUl'E OF FINE ARTS, NEW y ORK UNIVERSITY 

The substmce of this paper was originally presented as a talk at tbe American Academy in Rome in 
February 1969. It is the first of three projected essays, the second and third of whlch will deal in a simibr way 
wilh the Italian portrait bust in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

• The most useful survey of the kinds of Renaissance portrait sculpture remains that ofBurckhardt, "Skulprur 
der Renaissance," in Jacob B11rckliardt - Cesamtausgabe, Stuttgart, 1934, Vol. XIII, pp. 3021f. See further the 
articles "Bildnis" (P. 0. R:ive), "Bi.im:" (H. Keller), and "Denkmal" (H. Keller), in R eallexlkon der de11tscl1en 
KJ111Jtgcscl1ichtt, Stuttgart, 1937ff., Vol. 11. cols. 639f[; Vol. Ill, cols. zssff., us']ff.; and H. Keumer, 
Sculpture Rn1ai.ssana to Rocoao, London, 1969, pp. 27ff. On the med.al, G. F. Hill, Medals of the Rauilism1tt, 
Oxford, 1920. 

The isolated standing portrait monument did not appear until the sixteenth century (see H . Kemner, 
"Uber die Entstehung und die Formcn des Standbildes im Cinquccento," Mii11clmer Jalirbucl1 dtr bilde11dm1 
Kw1st, Vol. 7, 1956, pp. 138- 168), alcl1ough a columnar monument with a seated figure ofBorso d'Este was 
erected at Ferrara in the mid-fifteenth century (W. Hafunann, Das italienischc Siiuk11mom1111ttf.I, Leipzig
Bcrlin. 1939, pp. 146f.). The honorific papal portrait statue. which emerged in the late middle a.gcs, forms a 
category apart (W. Hager, Dit EhrtnStatuen dtr Piipsu, Leipzig, 1929). 
2 On the medieval porna.it, sec H. Keller, "Die Entstehung des Bildnisscs am Ende des Hochmitteblters," 
R limisches Jahrbuclifm K111urgcscliichie, Vol. 3, 1939, pp. 227-356. 
J See recently H. W. Janson, "The Equestrian Monument from Cangrande dell a Scala to Peter the Great," 
in Aspects of tlie Reriaissa11ce, A Symposi111n, Austin, Texas-London, 1967, pp. 75, 77. 
• Sec Hill. Medals af the Rmi1issa11u, p. 15. 
• For a survey ofRmilisancc bust types and bases, sec W. von Bode, "Die AusbildWlg des Socktls bei den 
Bi.istcn der it:ilicnischcn Renaissance," Amtlicht Buichtt aus den prtu.szisdien Kunstsammlimgt:n, Vol. 40, 1918-19, 
pp. 100-120. 
• C. Bli.imcl, Staatllchc Mumm zu Berlin. Romische Bild11isse, Berlin, 1933, No. Ru8. 
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' The busts of Piero and Lucrezia are mentioned by Vasari: "fecc (Mino) ii ritratto di Piero di Lorenzo de' 
Medici e quello dclla moglic, naturali c sirnili a.f£-itto. Queste due teste stcttono molti anni sopra due porte in 
camera di Piero, in casa Medici, sotto un mezzo tondo" (G. Vasari, Le Vite dei piu cccelenti pittori scultori ed 
architettori, ed. G. Milanesi, Florence, 9 vols., r9o6, Vol. III, p. 123). The busts of Piero and Giovanni arc 
listed in the inventory of the Medici palace made in 1492: "Nella Camera dclla scala grande detta di Lorenzo
Una testa di marmo sopra l'uscio dell'antichamera della (i)mpronta di Piero di Cosimo. Nella chamera che 
risponde sulla via chiamata di Monsignore dove sta Giuliano-Una testa di marmo sopra l'uscio dell'anti
chamcra di tutto rilievo ritratto al naturaJe di Giovanni di Cosimo de' Medici" (E. Miintz, Les collectio11s des 
Medicis a11 XVe si~cle, Paris-London, 1888, pp. 62, 84f.). 

In general, on the placement of family portraits, Vasari's phraseology is significant: "onde si vcde in ogni 
casa di Firenze, sopra i cammini, usci, finestre e comicioni, infiniti di detti ritratti ... " (Vasari, Le Vite, ed. 
Milanesi, Vol. III, p. 373). 
• On the modes of displaying classical busts, see M. Wegner, Die Herrscherbildnisse i11 a11to11inisclier Zeit, 
Berlin, 1939, pp. 289f. 

Both in antiquity and in the Renaissance the free-standing bust monument seems to have been related to 
the conception of the bust form itself as a sign of veneration. The custom may be traceable to the imperial 
cult. Portrait busts are shown on altars, which may take cylindrical shape, from the later Republican period: 
ef. a gem attributed to Sulla, in M.-L. Vollenweider, "Der Traum des Sulla Felix," Scl1weizerisclu: 
numismatische R1mdsclia11, Vol. 39, 1958-59, pl. VII, No. 6, p. 24, n. 8, a reference for which I am indebted 
to Mr. Dawson Kiang. Related material was kindly brought to my attention by Professor Henri Seyrig: 
H. von Fritze, Die Miin:1m1 von Pergamon, Berlin, 1910, p. 90; F. lmhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner, A Numismatic 
Commentary on Pmisa11i11s (Reprinted from the journal of Hellenic Studies, 1885, 1886, 1887), p. 94, pl. S, fig. 
XVIII. Sec also a coin of Caracalla, C. Vermeule, Roman imperial Art iti Greece and Asia Minor, Cambridge, 
Mass., I968, frontispiece; ef. The M11seum Year: 1968. The Ninety-Third Annual Report of the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, Boston, 1969, p. 33. Subsequently, busts are shown placed on columns in scenes of Nebuchad
nezzar ordering the three youths to worship his image, and on an ivory representing a poet and his model 
(Wegner, Herrsclierbildnisse, p. 290; H. Kruse, Stitdien Zllr offiziellcri Geltimg des Kaiserbildes im romischen 
Reicl1e, Padcrborn, 1934, pp. 84ff.). Related phenomena are imperial portrait bum set on moveable stands 
and surmow1ting scepters (ibid., pp. 101f., 1o6ff.; A. Alfcildi, "lnsignien und Tracht der ronuschcn Kaiser," 
Mitteilungen des de11tschcn archaeologische11 ltistituts, Romische Abteil11ng, Vol. 50, 1935, pp. n6f.). 

In the Renaissance, buses were not put on separate supports w1til the sixteenth century (A. Sciaparelli, La 
casa.fiore11tit1a e i s11oi arrcdi 11ei secoli XIV e XV, Florence, 1908, p. 194), along with the revival of the "canonical" 
form of the classi~l bust. 
P Alinari photos 30716-7. I am indebted to }>rofcssor Ulrich Middeldorf for referring me to these paintings. 
Cf. P. Schubring, Casso11i, Leipzig, 1923, pp. 307[. 
10 I know of no Renaissance bust inscribed on the body of the sitter, and in most early examples the inscription 
appears on the underside. I include here, with no claim to completeness, a chronological checklist of inscribed 
Florentine po.rtrait busts of the quattroccnto (where no reference is given I have copied the inscription myself): 

1 Mino da Fiesole, Fiero de' Medici, Musco 
Nazionalc, Florence 
lnside hollow at front: 

PETRVS . COS . F 
Inside hollow at back: 

AETATIS. ANNO. XXXVll (i.e. 1453) 
Under right arm: 

SCVLTORIS 
Under left arm: 

OPVS. MINI 

2 Mino da Fiesole, Niccolo Strozzi, Staatliche 
Museen, Berlin 
Inside hollow at back: 

"NICOLA VS . DESTROZIS 
INVRBE . A . MCCCCLllll." 

On underside of rim at front: 
"OPVS . NINI" 
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(F. Schottmiiller, Die italienischen und 
spanischen Bildwcrke der Renaissa11ce und des 
Barock. Erster Band. Die Bildwerke in Stei11, 
Holz, Toti 1md Wachs, 2nd ed., Berlin
Leipzig, 1933, No. 96, p. 55.) 

Mino da Fiesole, Astorgio Ma1ifredi, National 
Gallery, Washington, D.C. 
Inside hollow at back: 

ASTORGIVS . MANFREDVS . 
SECVNDVS. FAVENTIE. DOMI

NVS 
On underside of rim at right side: 

ANNO . XLll . ET A TIS . SVE 
Under right arm: 

1455 
Under left arm. 

OPVS. NINI 



4 Antonio Rosscllino, C1'ovanni da Sa11 Miniato, 
Victoria and Albert Museum. London 
Inside hollow: 

"Inscribed within the slightly hollowed 
base: MAGistcR IOHANES MA.GistRI . 
ANTONII DE SancTO MINIATE 
DOCTOR ARTIVM ET MEDICINE . 
M·CCCCLV[, and in the ccrurc: OPVS 
ANTONU," 
0· Pope-Hennessy, Catal~ of Italian 
StMlpturt in tM Victoria muJ Albtrt MllSelm, 
3 vols., London. 1964, Vol I, p. 124-) 

S Mino da Ficsole, Alwandro Mini di l..Mu, 
Sw.tlicbe Mnscen, Berlin 
On the plinth at the &onr: 

"ALEXO DI LVCA MINI 14s6" 
Inside hollow at lnck: 

"MCCCCLXV" 
(F. Schonmiillcr, Die italimislhm und 
spaniuhcn Bildwakt, No. 2186, p. s6.) 

6 Mino da Ficsole, Rinaldo della Luna, Musco 
Nazionale, Rorcnce 
AroWld froru lower edge bcginrung behind 
right shoulder: 

RINALDO . DELLA . LVNA . SVE . 
ETATIS . ANNO . XXVU . 

Around back lower edge beginning behind 
left shoulder: 

OPVS . MINI . NE MCCCCLXl . 

7 Antonio Rossellino, Fra11cesco Sassetti, Musco 
Nuionalc, Florence 
Inside hollow at back: 

FRAN . SAXETTVS 
PLORENT . CMS 
A.ETATIS . ANN . XLUII (i.e. 1464) 

8 M.inod:i Fiosolc, Dictisalvi Neroni, Louvre, Paris 
On base: 

"+AETATIS. SVB. AN· AGES. LX 
- I TYRC ... FACIV . DVM. S . CVRA VIT . 

DIETISAL VlVS . OPVS . MINI 
MCCCCLXllll" 
(A, Venturi, Storia dell' am italiana, H vols., 
Milan, 1901-39, Vol. VI, p. 640, n. 1.) 

9 Antonio Rosscll.i.no. MaltLo Palmieri, Museo 
Nazionale, Aorcnce 
Inside hollow at baclc: 

MA TTHEO PALME.RIO 
SAL. AN . MCCCCLXVIIl 

Inside hollow at front: 
OPVS ANTONll 
GHAMBERELU 

10 Benedetto da Milino, Pittro Mdlini, Musco 
Nazionalc, Aorcncc 
Inside hollow above a banderole at back: 

AN 1.47• 
Inside hollow on a banderole at the back: 

PETRI . MELLINl . FRANClSCI . FILlI . 
TMAGO . HEC 

On underside of rim at front: 
.B£NEDITVS . MAIANVS . FECI 

11 Benedetto da Maiano, Filippo Strozzi (died 
1491), Louvre, Paris 
On interior of base: 

"PHILIPPVS . STROZA . MA THEI . 
FILIVS. BENEDICTVS. DE. MAJANO. 
FECIT" 
U· Babclon, "Un medaillon de cire du 
Cabinet des M6dailles. Filippo Strozzi ct 
Benedetto da Majano," Gazette des Beaux
arts, Sth scr., 1921, No. 4, p. 204, n. 2.) 

12 Antonio Pollaiuolo ( ?), Portrait of a Man, 
Museo N azionnle, Florence 
Inside hollow on tabula ansata at back: 

MCCCCLXXXXV. 

11 For a survey of the Roman uses of portrait statuary, sec L. Fricdlacnder, Darstc/11mJle11 a11s der Sittc11gescl1ichte 
Roms i11 dcr Zeit vo11 Aug11stus bis z11m A11sgang der A 11toni11e, 4 vols., Leipzig, 191g-21, Vol. UI, pp. 57-78. 

For the types and placement of ruler portraits, cf. Wegner, Herrsc11erbild11isse, pp. 100-122. For portraits of 
philosophers and poets, cf. T. Lorenz, Galerien von griechischen Philosoplie11- 1111d Dic11terbild11issen bei den 
Rlime11, Mainz, 1965, pp. 3S-44· For ancestral portraiture, sec A. N . Zadoks-J. Jim1, A11ustra/ Portraiture in 
Rome a11d 1}11.• Art of t}1e Last Cmt11ry of the Republic, Amsterdam, 1932. 

An intermediate group might include votive portraits displayed in a sanctuary to invoke the deity's 
beneficence, as in case of illness; for example, our Fig. 6, a terracotta portrait in the Villa Giulia, from the 
Tcmpio M~ggiore at Vignale, Falcrii Veteres (sec below, n. 18). 

A pa.uagc in Pliny is often cited as evidence that ancestral portraits were displayed publicly on the outside 
of houses: more Iikdy, it refers ro rhc placement of such images atOWld the door leading to the family record 
room: "Tabulina codicibus implebantUr et monumentis re.rum in magisrratu gestarum. Aliae foru cc circa 
lim.i.na ani.morum ingentium imagines erant..." Historice Nat1iralis, JS, 7. This passage may, ncverth.elcss, 
have had comidcrable influence in the Renaissance; sec below. 
11 H . Jucker, Das Bi/d11{s im Bliiunktldt, Oken, 1961 , p. 136: "l)avon aber, dass sich dtT H:ausherr Pornirs 
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seiner noch lebcndcn Familic:naogehorigcn oder Frcunde machcn licss, um sic bci sich au&ustcllc:n, ist, so 
vid ich sche, weder in dcr l.itet:ltllr noch in lruduiften je die Rede." 
u "Oas Bildnis zcigt iiherall cine noch vid stirkcrc Kraft zur Vergegenwirtigung, es ist in intensiverem 
Masse stcllvcrtretcnd fiir den Dugcstclltcn, als wir im allgcmcinen empfinc!cn konncn" Qucker, Bi1tb1is im 
Blitt~lch. p. 135). 
14 All the bwu listed in n. 10 above with the name of the sitter and his age or the date irucribcd were made 
while the sitter waJ alive. 
u The bust of M2ttco Palmieri (Fig. 16) stood until 1832 over the entrance to the Casa Palmieri in the Via de' 
PiandJ.aj in Florence (sec below). For a later qumroccnto example in Naples, see G. L. Hersey, Alfonso 11 and 
the Artistic Renewal of Naples i 485-1495, New Haven-London, 1969, pp. 21}f., n. 12. 

This custom, which became widespread in the sixteenth century, may have arisen from a misinterpretation 
of a passage in Pliny (cited inn. 11 above); l have fow1d no classical instances of private portrait busts placed 
over exterior entrances. 
•• On the development of this bust type, see P. Bienkowski, "Note sur l'histoire du buste dans l'antiquitc," 
R.e1111e arclieologiq11c, Vol. 27, 1895, pp. 293-97 (our Fig. Sis Bienkowski, Fig. 1, p. 294); H. Hekler, "Studien 
zur romischen Portriitkunst," ]ahreshi:fte des ilsterreichischen archaologischen Instit11tes in Wien, Vols. 21-22, 
1922-24, pp. 172-202. Lorenz, Galerien, p. 54, notes that the first bust known to him that is set on a ba.se is a 
portrait of Caligula. 
11 For a brief discussion of the hotizont~ cut, see B. Schweitzer, Dil' Bifd11isku11st dtr romischen Rqmblik, 
Leipzig-Weimar, 1948, p. 31. 
" On the development of the portrait henn, cf K. Schefold, Dit Bildnim dtr a11tiken Dichttr, Redner 11nd 
Denku, Ba.sd, 1943, pp. 19(Sf.; Lorenz. Calerim, p. s+ For such portrait tcrracotw, ef. G. von IUschnitz
Weinberg, Alugewiih/u Scluiften, Berlin. 1965, Vol. D, pp. 16(, 5-i ; R. Bianchi-B:mdinclli, Storicita dell'aru 
c/assica. Aorencc, 1950, pp. 100-130 (our Fig. 6 is M. Moretti, n mu~o nazicmalt di Villa Giulia, Rome, 1962, 
Fig. 16o; sec above, n. 11). 
" Our Fig. 7 is Zadoks-Jitta, Anaslral Portraiture, pl. XVIIh, an interesting tomb relief in which cem.in of 
the figures are distinguished by the inscription "VIVIT." 
20 M. Collignon, Les statutsf.Wrairu dans /'art gm, Paris, 1911, pp. 301([; 0. Vcssberg, Studitr1 zur KullSl
~schichu du rammhm Rqmblik (Acta insticuci rom.ani regni sueciae, 8). Lund-Leipzig, 1941, p. 189; 
A. Giuliano, "Busti femminili da P:tlesttiiu," Mill. d. deul. arch. Inst., Rom. Abt., Vols. 6cHS1, 1953-54-, 
pp. 172-183. Our Fig. 8 is Giuliano, pl. 71 (ef. W . Helbig, F1lhrtr durch die OfftnJlichm Sammlungm klas.sischer 
Alttr111111cr in Rom, 4di ed., Tiibingen, 19(S3f£., Vol. T, No. 618, pp. 4nf.). 
21 Cf 0. Benndod', "Bildnis einer jungen Griechcn," ]ahmh. d. osterr. arch. lllst. in Wim, Vol. I, 1898, 
p. 3f[, cf. p. 8; J. Keil, "Hdlcnistische Grabstele aus Magnesia a. M.," ibid., Vol. 16, 1913, p. 181 ; Lorenz, 
Ga/erim. p. 5+ 

Certain bust-length tomb figures from the Greek islands, set in aedicules or on hollowed plinths on sarco
phagus covers, arc carved in the roW1d (e.g., that from Thera in Athens, ef. S. Karovsov, National Archaeo
logical Mustum. Collection of Smlpture. A Catnlog11t, Athens, 1968, p. 190); these ue not individualized 
portraits. I have found no classical example of a life-size portrait bust cue horizontally at the breast line or 
lower, worked fully in the round, and demonstrably not set in an aedicule or on a base. 
u Cf n. 18 above; S. Ferri, "Busti fittili di Magna Grccia c l'origine dcll'crma," Alli de/la Accademia nazio11ale 
dei Lincci. Re11d/co11tl, Vol. i8, 1963, pp. 29-42. 

Our Fig. 9 is Bianchi-Bandinelli, Storicila, p. 64, Figs. 129, i30; our Fig. 10 is B. M. Felletti Maj, M11seo 
nazio11ale romauo. 1 ritratti, Rome, 1953, No. 48 (there is a la.rge hole in the back left side). 
u I1uli11id11um appears in writers of the early Christi21l period as a neuter substantive, meaning a man as a 
single member of his species: "Cum dico 'Cicero,' fam quiddarn ind:ividuum cerrumque significo; cum 
dico 'homo,' ... ineemun est, quem significcm" (Mutianus Capellw; cf. Tht'samus linguat Jari11«, Leipzig, 
19001(, Vol. VII, pt. 1, col. 12o8, lines 68ff.). 

The first instance cited in the diaion.:uies in which the word refers to a particular person without any 
notion of conuut to a class or group dates from the sixteenth century: "Oubitando che per qwkbe accidence 
e' non JUSCCSSC alcwu difi'erenza tra queste due individai" (Agnolo Fi:rcnzuola, 1493-1543; cf. N . Tom~. 
Dizionario tkllo li11gi1a italiana. 4 vols., Turin-Naples, 1861-1879, Vol. 11, pt. 2, p. 1456). 

A further extension ocau:red in the seventeenth century when the word was applied to the person's self: 
"ll pea:aro d'Adamo non solamcnte condann~ l'uomo a conscrvare il suo individuo con wita f.u:ica, ma 
l'abbass0 a rnantener la sua specie con t2na deformia" (Piett0 Sforza Pallivicino, 16o"]-1677; ibid.). Compare 
the obsolccc English wage, "As to what concerns my ownc poore individwll" (E. Nicholas, 1655; J. A. H. 
Murray. ed., A Nt111 En~lish Diaionary 011 ff"utorical Prinaplts, 10 vols .. Oxford, 1888-1933, Vol. V, p. 224). 
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Fig. 1. l311sf ~l A11relia Mcm11i11a 
Staatliche Musccn, Berlin 

• -~·e-· ·'· . - - .'- -·--· ·---- - ,..,I .• ( • 

n~!:i~tJ~:;~:i~.fS:~:r:i:D~m:J5'J:tJ"J:tu.r 

·" - ::-- ... -. " - - -· ·- - - - - -
, ... .,.,. ,~ ., t l,,,.. it•(.,,.,,'''"'.\'.,, ,,. .... .,(.,~.,,,, ... i"~·.'~'"_,.,,~ ...... ..,,,, •. 

Fig. 3. J ACO PO DF.L SEUAIO 

Scc111· ji«>111 rlw Src>ry 4 £..:rha (detail) 
Galleria degli Uttizi, Florence 

Fig. 2. MINO DA FIESOL.E, 1311st ~/Pier<> de' Medici 
Museo Nazionale, Florence 

Fig. 4. JACOPO DEL SEL1A10 

Scc11c .fi'o111 th(' Story cf Esther (detail) 
Galleria dcgli Uflizi, Florence 
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Fig. 5. Development of Roman Bust Forms 

afccr Bienkowski 

Fig. 6. Votive Terracotta from the 
Temple of Vignalc, Falcrii Vctcrcs 

Musco Nazionalc di ViJb Giulia, Rome 

Fig . 7. Roman Tomb Monument, Cloister, San Giovanni in Latcrano, Rome 
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u The Greek word l!~TJK focused on the private, as opposed to the public, mru.re of the pcnon, but not 
on his uniqueness. Modem Greek lw an cquiv2lcnr for "indivichW." mf'O, undivided, an cxtemioo of the 
ancient word. which was not applied to persons~ lsulrilwn kxicon ta n.tas tUmim, Athens, 19331[, Vol. m, 
p . .268. 
u On hcrm portraits, sec Schcfold. Bildnis:st, 196[.; on the imago c/iptat4, H. Bbnk, uPortrit-Gcmildc a1s 
Ehn:ndcnkmilcr," &nna Jahrbilcha, Vol 168, 1968, pp. "1(, and R. Wmkes, Cliptala imago, Diss., Bonn, 
1969. 

The ~me is a Joniori true of terms such as cap11t and 1111/tru (itp&Tc.>lWV), which do h2ve anatomical reference, 
but not to the protome. lt is also interesting that I have found no Rcna.issancc wc of 1111lt11s to mean portrait 
image, as in antiquity, and no rcaJ classical equivalent for the Rcnllissancc wc of cap11t (tcsta) in reference to 
pormm busts (e.g., the Medici inventory quoted inn. 7 3bove :ind the documents concerning Paolo Romano's 
bust of Pius II in the Vatican, E. MUncz, L'art a la cour des popes pc11da111 le XVt et le XV It slMc, 3 vols., Paris, 
1879-82, Vol. l, p. 276). 

The Greek word npoToµ-1) was applied to portraits, but it refers as much to the "front" :is to the "upper" 
part of the body and seems to have been used thus only after the Roman bust type had been developed 
(H. Stephanus, Thesarmis graecae li11,'!11ae, 10 vols. , London, 1816-28, Vol. VI, p. 2071; H . G. Liddell and 
R. Scott, Creek-English Ltxlco11, Oxford, 1953, pp. 1536f.; rj: L. Robert, "Recherches 6pigraphiqucs," Revue 
des ltudes a11ciem1cs, Vol. 72, 1900, p. 320, a reference I owe to Henri Seyrig). 
H c1: Gullini, "Busti fittili," p. 42. 
n Ibid. 
n H. Chirat, Dictionnairt lati11-francais des auuurs cbritims, Tumhout, 195'4. p. 120. 

Jt C. du Cange, Clossarium tnl'ditr ti i11finuz latilliiatis, 10 vols., Niort, 1883-87, Vol. I, p. 793; 0. Prinz, ed., 
Mrlttllauiniscks Worttrbuch bis zum ausgthmdm i3.Jahrh1mdtrt, Munich, 1967, Vol. I, col. 11U9. Further on 
the word below, n. -45· 
,. On the revival of the bust form in Italy in the thittccnth ccnrury, cf H. Keller, "Der BildluUCT Amolfo di 
Cambio und seine Wcrksatt. 0 Tcil. .. ]ah:rbudi tin p1ewsischtn Krmsisammlungai. Vol. 56, 1935, pp. 2sf.; 
and idtm, "Entstchung des Bildnisscs," pp. z69f[ For a tradition of half-length relief figures in niches, 
cf 0 . von Kutschcn-Wobonky, "Das Giovanni.norclicf des spalanner Vorgcbirgcs. Ein allgcmcmcs Bcitrag 
zur Gcschichte dcr Anr:ikcn Nachahmung," ]ahrbuch da kututhistorisditn Institutes tin K. K . Ztnlralkommission 

fi11 Dmkmalpftegt, Vol. 12, 1918, pp. 1ff. 
Jt Fig. u u Realltx. d. dcut. KJ11utga., Vol. ll, col 656, Fig. 15; cf K. M. Swoboda, Pttcr Piltlcr, V1cnm, 20d 
ed., 1941. 
u Cf. G. VOD K.aschnicz-Weinbcrg, "Bildnissc Friedrichs n von Hoherur:iufcn," Mill. d. dtut. 01ch. Inst., Rom. 
Abt., Vol. 62, 1955, pp. 48f.; for a view of the bust in irs original l0C2tion, cf. R. Dclbriick, "Ein Portriit 
Friedrich's U von Hohenst~ufen," Ztitscltrififlir bildtJultn Kunst, Vol 14, 1903, p. i7, Fig. 1; for a view of the 
back, cf. Keller, "Enmehung des Bildnisses," p. 27T, Fig. 246. 

In fact, as far as I have been able to determine, none of the bust-length portnits of the period of Frederick 0 
:ire worked fully in the round (rhe example formerly in the Brummer Gallery, now io the Metropolitan 
Museum, New York, is finished at the back, but the head and torso are two separ.ltc and different 
pieces of marble and may not be contemporary; cf ]. Deer, Der Kaiseromat Friedrichs II, Bern, 1952, 

p . .µ, pl. XXJI, 4). 
>J Sec J. Braun, Die rcllquiarc des clrrls1//cl11!11 KJ1ltes 1111.d ilirc E11twickl1111g, Freiburg i. B., 1940, pp. 413ff.; 
E. Kovacs, Kopfrtliq11larc des Mittdaltcrs, Budapest, 1964; our Fig. 23 is Rea/lex. d. deut. Kunstga., Vol. Ill, 
Fig. s. col. 279. 
>• Ernst Ki cringer has ailed my attention to a rcm.ukable passage in M~ritcs' description of the church of 
the Holy Apostles at Constantinople, in which the bust- length image of the Pantocrator in the central dome 
is cxpb.incd in th.rec ways. These might be defined as metaphorical, the bust alluding to our pa.rtUI knowl
edge of the whole divinity; illusioru.soc, the bust illustrating Christ's amvaJ from the heavens at the Second 
Coming; and physical, the bust representing the portion of the Father's anatomy in which the Son resides. 
ln all three cases the bust is conccivcd as signifu::ant specifically bcawc it rcfcn co more than mcctS the eye. 

The pass:ige is as follows: "This dome shows in pictured form the God-M= Ouist, learung out as though 
from the rim of heaven, at the point where the dome begins, toward the floor of the church and cvcrythtng 
rn it, but not with His whole body or in His whole form. This I think wu very wisely done by the artist as he 
turned the rnancc over lll !us nund and revealed the very clever conclusion of his intelligence through his a.rt 

to those who do not observe supcrfiaally, bcausc for one dung, I believe, we now know in pa.rt as though 
in a riddle (idviyµ=i), and 10 a glass. the things conccming Christ and in accord with Ouist, and for another 
thmg the God-Man will appear to us from heaven at the rime of tus second sojourn on earth, though the 
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space of time until that coming has never yet been wholly measured, and because He himself dwells in 
heaven in the bosom of His father ... ": G. Downey, "Nicolaos Mesarites: Description of the Church of the 
Holy Apostles at Constantinople," Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, N. S. Vol. 47, Part 6, 
1957, pp. 869f. 
u At least, a base for it is mentioned only in the sixteenth century, when a woodcarver was paid for making 
one; H. W. Janson, The Sculpture of Donatello, Princeton, 1957, pp. 56-9-
36 Ibid., pp. 141-3; cf. R. Wittkower, "A Symbol of Platonic Love in a Portrait Bust by Donatello," Journal 
of the Warburg Institute, Vol. I, 1937- 38, pp. 26of. Recent bibliography on the bust: E. Panofsky, Renaissance 
anti Renascences, Copenhagen, 1960, p. 189; P. H. von Blanckenhagen, "Two horses and a Charioteer," in 
J. Cropsey, ed., Ancients anti Modems, New York, 1964, p. 92; U. Wester and E. Simon, "Die Reliefmedaillons 
im Hofe des Palazzo Medici in Florenz," Jahrbuch tier Berlin.er Mum~n. Vol. IV, 1965, pp. 72f.; C. De Toi.nay, 
"Nuove osservazioni sulla cappella medicea,'' Accatiemia nazionale tiei lincei. Problemi attuali di sc.ienza e di wltura, 
Quaderno No. 130, 1969, p. 7, n. 10. 

A variation of the drapery device appears in Mino da Fiesole's profile relief bust of Bernardo Giugni (died 
1466) in the Badia of Florence (J. Pope-Hennessy, The Portrait in the Renaissance, Washington, D.C., 1966, 
p. 79, Fig. 81). 
J7 Oddly enough, leaving function and meaning aside, the closest precedent I know for the quattrocento 
type of portrait bust-life-size, cut in a straight horizontal through chest and arms, fully articulated and 
finished in the round-is a limestone bust of Akhnaton in the Louvre, a sculptor's model presumably made in 
preparation for a full-length statue (cf. H. Fechheimer, Die Plastik tier Agypter, Berlin, 1923, pis. 85f.). In 
general, if. W. S. Smith, A History of Egyptian Sculpt11re anti Pairiting in the Old Killgtiom, London, 1946, p. 38f.; 
W. Wolf, Die KutJSt Aegyptet1s, Stuttgart, 1957. pp. 15of., 456; B. von Bothmer, Egyptian Sc11/pture of the 
Late Period 700 B. C. to A . D. 100. The Brooklyn Museum, New York, 1960, pp. 85f. 

The obviow parallel for this sculptured type in quattrocento painting is the bust-length profile portrait, 
which is also without real precedent in antiquity; both the front and the back of the figure are shown, 
yet it is manifestly incomplete: J. Lipman, "The Florentine Profile Portrait ii1 the Quattrocento,'' The Art 
Bulletin, Vol. 18, 1936, pp. 54-102; R. Hatfield, "Five Early Renaissance Portraits," ibid., Vol. 47, 1965, 
PP· 315- 34. 
JS Manetti's treatise, published at Basel in 1532. is extensively analyzed in G. Gentile, II Pensiero italiano def 
Rinascimento, Opcre complete, Vol. 14, Florence, 1968, pp. 90-u3; W. Zorn, Gianozzo Manetti. Seine 
Stellung in tier Renaissance, Diss., Freiburg, 1939, esp. pp. 2v-30; and most recently, C. Trinkhaus, In Our 
Image anti Likeness, London, 1970, Vol. I, pp. 230-58. Book IV, the best-known part, is published with an 
Italian translation in E. Garin, Prosatori latini tiel quattrocento, Milan-Naples, 1952, pp. 421-87 (English transla
tion in B. Murchland, Two Views of Man, New York, 1966, pp. 63-103). 

I quote the concluding sentences of Book III: "Nihil enim aliquid quicumque ei naturae, quam tam pulch
ram, tam ingeniosam et tam sapientem ac tam opulentam, tam dignam et tam potentem, postremo tam 
felicem et tam beatam constituerat, ad totam et undique absolutam perfectionem suam deesse putabatur, 
nisi ut ea per admixtionem cum ipsa divinitate, non solum coniuncta in ilia Christi persona cum divina, sed 
etiam ut cum divina natura una et sola efficeretur, ac per hunc modum unica facta fuisse videretur. Quod 
neque angelis neque ulli aliae creaturae, nisi homini duntaxat, ad admirabilem quondam humanae naturae 
dignitatem, et ad incredibilem quoque eius ipsius excellentiam, datum, concessum et attributurn esse novimus" 
(Ed. Basel, x532, pp. r73f.). 
" On Palmieri see the literature cited concerning the painting commissioned by him, attributed to Botticini, 
in M. Davies, National Gallery Catalogues. The Earlier Italian Schools, 2nd ed., London, 1961, pp. 12v-7. 
•o E. Cassirer, P. 0. Kristellcr, J. H. Randall, Jr., eds., The Re11aissance Philosophy of Man, Chicago-London, 
1948, pp. 229ff. 
•• Cf R. Pfeiffer, Humanitas Erasmia11a (Studien der Bibliothek Warburg, 22), Leipzig-Berlin, 1931, pp. 19f.; 
E. Schott, Fleisch u11ti Geist t1ac/1 Luthers Lehre unter besontierer Berucksichtig1111g des Begrijfs "lotus homo,'' Leipzig, 
1928, esp. pp. 5off. 
•2 Though in a different way, J. Pope-Hennessy has also seen the portrait bust as the creation of an inter
related group of Florentine humanists (The Portrait in the Re11aissa11ce, pp. 75f.). 
o As in the Medici inventories and documents concerning the bwt of Pius II, cited in nn. 7 and 25 above . 
.. For an example from near the end of the century in Naples, see E. Percopo, "Una statua di Tommaso 
Malvico ed alcuni sonetti de! Tebaldeo," Napoli nobilissima, Vol. 2, 1903, pp. 10-13 (ef. Hersey, .Alfonso II, 
p. 35 and n. 24). 
o Busto appears as part of the body, not as a sculpture, in Dante, Inferno, XVII, 8. The first instance of the 
latter use listed in the Italian dictionaries is from A. M. Salvin.i, 1735 (S. Battaglia, Grande tiiziot1ario tiella 
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Fig. 8. Bust from a Tomb :u Palcmim (front and side), Musco Etrusco Grcgoriano, Vatic:m, Romt• 

Fig. 9. Tt•rracotta Bust of a Man (from and side), Staarlichc Musccn, ncrlin 



Ftg. 10. Terracotta Bust of a Man 
Musco Nazionale dellc Terme, Rome 

Fig. r2. Bust o[ a Man 
Cathcd ral, Accrcnza 

22-1 

Fig. 1 i. Buse of Wmuslaus I 
Cathedral, Prague 

Fig. 13. Reliquary Bust of a Saint 
Church of St. Ursula, Cologne 



Fig. 14. DONATELLO, Reliquary Bust ~(St. Rassorl' 
Musco di S. Matteo, Pisa 

fig. t 5. DONATELLO(?), Bust of a Youth 
Musco Nazionalc, Florence 

Fig. I 6. ANTONIO ROSSELLI NO, B11st ~(.'1att<'<1 Pa/111icri 
Musco N:tz1011:tk· . Florcncl' 



iuw1111 i1111i111111, Turin, 1961rf., Vol II, p. ~65); in face, I do not find ir defined chu~ 111 thl· ediriml' of the 
Vc>abob.rio dclb Crwca before Sah•mi. 
•• A. Perosa, ed., Alrxarulri Braui Cam1i1114 Florence, 194+. pp. 1o8f. I Jill rndebtcd to Ulrich Middcldorf for 
bringing rhc poem to my 3rn:ncion. 

A l> BUSTUM MAHMOH EUM 

Albit:r:i, 1nsig111 forma spccc:111da, ,·iator, 
Ut paulum si~tJ~ :ispici:isquc rog:it. 

J)uxenc c Pario t:ilcs si 1narmore ,-uJcus 
l>oct:i Polyclcn Praxicchwe rn:n1w. 

Ne tamcn m tl'rtl' fom10\ior ulb de:ibus 
~ct, more i11>~u me rapuil ~upcrum. 

J adopt the.: titk fwm the Turin 111a1111script of culogics by v3rious authors on Albicrn, which wa~ compiled 
by her fianc~ Sigismondo dclla Stufo 311d which g i vcs the earliest versio11s of Bracci's epigr:uns to her (sec 
Pcros:i, p. x 3nd the references cited there). In subsequent m11nuscript collccrions of Br3cci's poems rhe more 
deg.mt buc less pn.-cisc ride AD EIUS MARMOREAM EFFlGIEM is submruu:d. 

On Bracci, \\ho is mcnuoned among the :1C".1dcruici:i11s m 1473, sc<: B. Agnolctti, .-ilrssmufril Bmm·sr, 
Aorence. 1901, esp. pp. 911f.; and A. ddb T orn:, Srllria drll'auatlc111111 plm1111ica di Firm::C', Florence, 190?, 
csr. pp. So6tl. 
"The bu$t is presumably identic.ll \\'tth porrrait, of Albicrn 111c11rioncd in pocllls by Poliziano, UgoUno 
Vcrino and Mabilio Nov:ico (who 11a11H.:S a certain "Morandus" as the artist); ~/: F. Parctta, "Una raccolrn 
manoscrim di versi e pmsi: in mom: d' Albicra dcgli Albini." ;Jrri dC'lln R. nandmiitr de/la scimzrt di Tc>ri110, 
Vol. 53. 1917-1 K, pp. 3:qtf 

Photo CTl-dits: ngs. 3 and 4. Aliu:in. Fl~.? 31ld 16. Alinari-An Reference 13urc:iu; ngs. q :ind 15. lkog1-
Art RefernKe Uurc:iu; Figs. I. 6-1 J. Foto1cc:i U111011e. Rome. 
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